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Abstract
Introduction: Multimodal non-pharmacological interventions (MNPIs) have been reported to
be effective in improving the cognitive function. Therefore, it is necessary to study these interventions in older people with dementia (PWD) in nursing homes (NHs). Aims: This study
aimed to investigate the effects, contents, frequency, duration, length, and form of MNPIs on
the global and specific cognitive functions of PWD in NHs through a systematic review, and
to consider what kind of intervention design is most effective. Methods: A systematic search
of peer-reviewed literature published between January 2008 and October 2018 was performed on the PubMed, Cochrane Library, Web of Science and CINAHL databases. Results:
Six randomized controlled trials (RCTs) and one non-RCTs were extracted from electronic databases, and a review was carried out. Conclusion: Our review suggests that MNPIs may improve the global, executive function and memory of PWD in NHs. The combination of exercise,
cognitive training and activities of daily living, and intervention at least 3 times a week over
at least 8 weeks with, at least 30 min per session using the integrated form is recommended
for improving the global and specific cognitive functions of PWD in NHs.
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Introduction

Residents in nursing homes (NHs) tend to experience a decline in cognitive function [1],
which may decrease the quality of life [2]. Furthermore, cognitive deterioration of older
people with dementia (PWD) in NHs may lead to behavioral disorders such as agitation and
aggressive behavior. This could cause major problems such as physical, mental, and economic
burden on PWD and their caregivers, and from a social aspect, increase the cost of medical
and nursing care [3–6]. Improving the cognitive function of PWD in NHs may help solve these
problems; however, this is challenging.
Options aiming to improve the cognitive function include both pharmacological and nonpharmacological interventions (NPI). Although pharmacological intervention has reported
improvements in cognitive function [7–9], there are also adverse side effects such as nausea,
weight loss and leg cramps, and increased mortality risk at the same time [10–14]. Therefore,
further development of NPI, which is expected to have the same beneficial effect as pharmacological intervention, is required [15, 16].
In NPIs for the cognitive function of PWD, improvement using a single intervention such
as reminiscence, music, and cognitive training have been reported [17–19]. However, with
single interventions, the effects on multiple specific cognitive functions such as memory,
executive function, and visuospatial function [20–22] that require preferential intervention
in dementia may be partial, and concern has also been raised that the effect may not be sufficient for global cognitive functions [23, 24].
In recent years, positive effects of multimodal non-pharmacological intervention (MNPI),
which combines different NPIs, on the cognitive function of PWD in NHs have been reported
[25–27]. Many MNPIs are aimed primarily at improving global cognitive function [18, 27, 28].
In addition, improvements in specific cognitive functions such as word list registration and
phonological verbal fluency have been reported along with global cognitive functions [26,
29]. It has also been mentioned that many have a synergistic effect on improving the cognitive
function [25, 27, 30]. MNPI may also involve compensatory mechanisms that improve global
cognitive function [26, 31, 32]. Therefore, MNPI for PWD is more likely to obtain the desired
effects on global and several specific cognitive functions than a single intervention, and
therefore, could delay cognitive decline.
However, many of the reported MNPIs are not designed using a theoretical model that
clearly addresses questions such as “what kind of intervention is effective for which global
and specific cognitive function” [18, 24]. In addition, there are few previous studies and insufficient evidence for verification. Furthermore, it is not clear what frequency, duration, length,
and form (whether a different intervention was an integrated form, divided form or both
forms) are recommended for a MNPI [24].
Regarding the subjects of MNPI, systematic reviews on MNPIs targeting PWD have
focused on PWD living in both the community and in facilities [18, 33]. To the best of our
knowledge, no review of MNPI has been conducted on PWD living only in facilities. Previous
studies have mentioned the necessity to distinguish NPIs in a systematic review, targeting
PWD in a facility separately from those in the community, since the available resources,
severity of cognitive impairment and complications differ between subjects living in the
community and in those living in a facility [34, 35]. In addition, NHs have different characteristics of standards and residents compared with facilities such as group living homes [36].
Furthermore, most PWD are eventually placed in a NH [1, 37]. Mindful of these points, it is
necessary to review only those studies that include residents in NHs. Therefore, this study
aimed to investigate the effects, contents, frequency, duration, length, and form of MNPI on
the global and specific cognitive functions of PWD in NHs by systematic review and to consider
what kind of intervention design is most effective.
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Methods
Methodology
In terms of MNPI, “multimodal” [28], “multidomain” [29], “multicomponent” [15], “integrated” [38]
have been used, but the definition of such terms varies depending on the author, research question, country,
and other factors. In this study, the term “multimodal” was used based on recent studies [28, 33]. MNPI was
defined as “an intervention composed of 2 or more different NPIs.”
NPIs used in the MNPI were classified as “exercise,” “reminiscence,” “art,” “horticulture,” “music,”
“cognitive training,” and “others” according to previous studies [25, 29, 38, 39]. In other previous studies
[40–42], “exercise” was classified as “aerobic,” “strength” and “stretching” and reported as one MNPI;
therefore, each of these was also classified as one intervention in our review.
This study was conducted according to the preferred reporting items for systematic reviews and metaanalyses statement [43–45].

Inclusion Criteria
All studies included in this review met the following inclusion criteria: (1) randomized controlled trial
(RCT) or non-RCT; (2) participants were recruited from NHs; (3) diagnostic criteria or operational definition
of dementia was described; (4) MNPI was used; (5) the effects of MNPIs were evaluated for reliability and
validity for global cognitive functions or specific cognitive functions; (6) the effects of intervention were
statistically analyzed; and (7) the paper was written in English.

Exclusion Criteria
The following exclusion criteria were applied: (1) case reports; (2) short reports; (3) 1 or more interventions for facility staff or family caregivers were included in the composition of the MNPI (in one systematic
review of NPIs for dementia, MNPIs for care staff and family caregivers were positioned as different interventions; in addition, the recommended grade was also different) [18]; and (4) 1 or more pharmacological interventions were included in the composition of the MNPI.
Some of the extracted studies conducted by the same team and/or at the same NH were included in the
review if different subjects and methods were used and the study fit the inclusion criteria.
Search Strategy
A systematic search of peer-reviewed literature published between January 2008 and October 2018 was
performed on the PubMed, Cochrane Library, Web of Science and Cumulative Index to Nursing and Allied
Health Literature (CINAHL) databases. The first author (K.Y.) extracted search terms from the United States
National Library of Medicine and existing literature.
Search terms were as follows: (NHs * OR long term care facilities*) AND (neurocognitive disorders * OR
dementia * OR cognition disorders*) AND (aged * OR elder people * OR elderly person * OR older people *
OR older adults * OR old person* OR residents*).

Selection Process
Initial screening. The first author and the second author (K.Y. and Y.K.) independently selected potential
papers from the title and/or abstract. If any discrepancies occurred between the two authors, the third
author (N.T.) was asked to make a decision.
Secondary screening. The first author and the fourth author (K.Y. and S.Y.) independently selected papers
considered in the initial screening. Papers to include in our study were identified by reading the full text of the
paper. If any discrepancies occurred between the 2 authors, the last author (H.H.) was asked to make a decision.
Data Extraction
For data extraction, two authors (K.Y. and S.Y.) independently extracted the data from the collected
papers. If any discrepancies occurred between the two authors, the last author (H.H.) was asked to make a
decision.

Outcomes
The primary outcomes included the global and specific cognitive functions (e.g., memory, executive
function) of PWD in NHs. The secondary outcomes included behavioral disorders and psychological functions (e.g., behavioral and psychological symptoms of dementia, quality of life).
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Methodological Quality Assessment
The first author and the fourth author (K.Y. and S.Y.) independently evaluated the quality of the research.

Randomized Controlled Trials
The Modified Jadad Scale was used [46–48]: (1) was the study described as randomized?; (2) was the
study described as double-blinded?; (3) was there a description of withdrawals and drop outs?; (4) was there
a clear description of the inclusion and exclusion criteria?; (5) was the method used to assess adverse effects
described?; (6) were the methods of statistical analysis described?
Scale scores range from 0 to 8 points. Scores of 0–3 signified low-quality while scores of 4–8 signified
high-quality.

Non-RCTs
The methodological index for non-randomized studies was used [49]: (1) a clearly stated aim; (2)
inclusion of consecutive patients; (3) prospective collection of data; (4) endpoints appropriate to the aim of
the study; (5) unbiased assessment of the study endpoint; (6) follow-up period appropriate to the aim of
study; (7) loss to follow-up <5%; (8) prospective calculation of the study size; (9) an adequate control group;
(10) contemporary groups; (11) baseline equivalence of groups; and (12) adequate statistical analyses.
Items 1–8 are applicable to non-comparative studies and items 1–12 are applicable to comparative
studies. The global ideal scores for non-comparative studies and comparative studies are 16 and 24, respectively.
[50].

Level of Evidence
For each selected study, the evidence level was also determined based on the criteria of Shekelle et al.

Classification Schemes
Category of evidence was determined as follows [50]: evidence for meta-analysis of RCT, Ia; evidence
from at least one RCT, Ib; evidence from at least one controlled study without randomization, IIa; evidence
from at least one other type of quasi-experimental study, IIb; evidence from non-experimental descriptive
studies, such as comparative studies, correlation studies, and case-control studies, III; evidence from expert
committee reports or opinions or clinical experience of respected authorities, or both, IV.
Investigation of Intervention Design
Outcome of MNPI
From each selected study, the outcomes used for the MNPI were extracted.

Effect of MNPI
From each selected study, the outcomes with significant improvement effects were clarified and an
investigation of the effects of MNPI was conducted.
Contents of MNPI
From each selected study, the types and trends of NPIs used for the MNPI were identified and an investigation of an effective combination performed.
Frequency, Duration, and Length of MNPI
From each selected study, the average and maximum and minimum values for the frequency, duration,
and length of MNPI were identified.

Form of MNPI
Three forms of MNPI have been reported. The first is an integrated form in which multiple types of intervention are performed as one integrated intervention, the second is a divided form in which multiple types
of intervention are performed separately, and the third is both of these forms combined [29, 38, 51].
From each selected study, researchers clarified whether the composition of the MNPIs was integrated,
divided or both forms, and investigated the effective form of the MNPI.
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Studies identified through database searches (n = 5,315):
PubMed (n = 2,213); Web of Science (n = 2,538);
Cochrane Library (n = 367); CINAHL (n = 197)
Additional studies identified through
other sources (n = 7)
Duplicates removed (n = 1,343)
Initial screening (n = 3,979)
Excluded based on title/abstract (n = 3,928)
Full-text articles assessed for eligibility (n = 51)
Full-text articles excluded (n = 44)
Reasons for exclusion:
- Subjects were not NH residents (n = 12)
- Cognitive outcome not measured (n = 9)
- Not RCT/case-controlled (n = 8)
- No combined intervention (n = 6)
- No dementia patients included (n = 5)
- Pharmacological therapy included (n = 1)
- Study protocol (n = 1)
- Short report (n = 1)
- Article not available (n = 1)

Fig. 1. Literature search and
study selection process. RCT, randomized controlled trials.

Studies included in this systematic review (n = 7)
RCT (n = 6); non-RCT (n = 1)

Results

A total of 5315 studies were extracted through the database search. After screening all
records, 51 full-text articles were assessed for eligibility. Finally, 7 studies were included in
the systematic review. These included 6 RCTs [15, 25, 41, 52, 53] and one non-RCT [40]
(Fig. 1). One RCT and the single non-RCT were conducted by the same team at the same NH
[40, 41]. These were included in the review because the subjects and methods were different
and both met our inclusion criteria.

Quality and Level of Evidence of Study
Three of the included 6 RCTs were scored 3 or less for quality on the Modified Jadad Scale.
One article scored 2, 2 articles scored 3, 2 articles scored 5, and 1 article scored 6. One study
was published in 2011, 1 in 2012, 1 in 2015, 2 in 2016, and 1 in 2018. Three studies were
randomized by random number tables or computer-generated random allocation. There
were no double-blinded studies. Three were Ib level of evidence and the other 3 were IIa
(Table 1).
The single non-RCT was scored 10 for quality on methodological index for non-randomized
studies. This study was published in 2014 and the level of evidence was IIb (Table 2).

Study Characteristics
The 7 studies included a total of 221 patients. The sample size in these studies ranged
from 10 to 66, and 57.1% (n = 4) had <30 subjects. The mean age was 84.0 years old and
78.4% (n = 173) of the patients were female. Three studies took place in The Netherlands, 2
in Germany, 1 in Italy, and 1 in Korea. The types of dementia included Alzheimer’s disease,
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Ib
Ib
IIa
IIa
IIa
Ib

Graessel et al. [15], 2011
Luttenberger et al. [52], 2012
Bossers et al. [41], 2015
De Luca et al. [53], 2016
Kim et al. [25], 2016
Henskens et al. [51], 2018

2
2
0
0
0
2

IIb

Bossers et al. [40],
(2014)

2

clearly
stated
aim

MINORS

2

inclusion of
consecutive
patients
2

2

endpoints
appropriate
to the aim of
the study

1
1
1
0
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
1

0

0
1
0
0
0
0

effects

adverse

follow-up period loss to
appropriate to
follow-up
the aim of the
<5%
study

0

criteria

inclusion/exclusion

unbiased
assessment
of the study
endpoint

0

and dropouts

withdrawals

0

prospective
calculation
of the study
size

1
1
1
1
1
1

analysis

statistical

1

adequate
control
group

5
6
3
2
3
5

total

0

1

contemporary baseline
groups
equivalence
of groups

0

10

adequate total
statistical
analyses

DOI: 10.1159/000503445

RCT, randomized controlled trial; MINORS, methodological index for non-randomized studies.

Level of
evidence

First author
(year)

0
0
0
0
0
0

blinding

prospective
collection
of data

randomization

Modified Jadad Scale

Table 2. Quality assessment of non-RCT

RCT, randomized controlled trial.

evidence

Level of

Author, year

Table 1. Quality assessment of RCTs
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vascular dementia, mixed dementia, progressive dementia (except for vascular and secondary
dementia), dementia, and no diagnosis subjects who were judged to have a disease (Table 3).

Outcome of MNPI
Six studies of global cognitive function, 4 studies of executive function, 3 studies of
attention, 3 studies of memory, and 1 study of constructional apraxia were identified
(Table 4).
Effects of MNPI
Significant positive effects were reported in 4 studies of global cognitive function, 1 study
of executive function, 1 study of attention, 2 studies of memory, and 1 study of constructional
apraxia. There were no reports of deterioration (Table 4).

Contents of MNPI
The types of NPIs used in the MNPI were as follows: 10 exercises, 1 reminiscence, 1 art,
1 horticulture, 1 music, 3 cognitive training, 3 activities of daily living (ADL), 1 neurorehabilitation, 2 spiritual elements, 1 recreation, 1 laughing, 1 activity, and 1 handicraft.
Regarding the number and content of NPIs used in MNPIs, 2 types of NPIs were used in
3 studies: aerobic and strength [40, 41], cognitive training, and neurorehabilitation [53].
Three types of NPIs were used in 1 study: aerobic, strength, and ADL [51]. Four types of NPIs
were used in 2 studies: exercise, cognitive training, ADL, and spiritual elements [15, 52]. Ten
types of NPIs were used in 1 study: stretching, aerobic, reminiscence, art, horticulture, music,
recreation, laughing, activity, and handicrafts (Table 5) [25].

Frequency, Duration, Length and Form of MNPI
The MNPI had a range of 3–6 times a week, from 6 to 48 weeks, and 30–180 min per
session, respectively. The form of MNPI included 4 integrated, 2 divided, and 1 using both
forms combined. The most common frequencies were 3 [51, 53], 5 [25, 40], and 6 [15, 52]
times a week, the most common duration was 24 weeks [25, 51, 52], the most common lengths
were 30 [40, 41] and 120 [15, 52] min per session, and the most common form was integrated
(Table 6) [15, 25, 52, 53].
Discussion

MNPIs for PWD in NHs included 6 RCTs and one non-RCT. The level of evidence was
between Ib and IIb. Three of the included 6 RCTs were scored at 5 or 6 for quality on the
Modified Jadad Scale. Therefore, data indicated that these systematic review articles are of
high quality.

Outcome and Effect of MNPI
MNPI seems to improve the global cognitive function, executive function, attention,
memory, and constructional apraxia of PWD in NHs [15, 41, 52, 53]. In particular, global
cognitive function and memory are considered to be highly reliable because they were
reported by RCTs of high quality [18, 19].
It has been reported that in dementia preferential intervention should be given to specific
cognitive functions such as memory, executive function, visuospatial function, and constructional ability [20–22]. The executive function and memory were consistent with the outcomes
of the MNPI in this systematic review. However, MNPI was not used for the outcomes of visuospatial function and constructional ability in this systematic review. In future, studies
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Italy

The Netherlands RCT

The Netherlands Non-RCT

De Luca
et al. [53], 2016

Henskens
et al. [51], 2018

Bossers
et al. [40], 2014

RCT

RCT

IG = 17
CG = 16

IG1 = 22
IG2 = 21
CG1 = 22
CG2 = 22

IG = 19
CG = 14
Follow-up
IG = 17
CG = 14

IG = 10
CG = 10

IG1 = 37
IG2 = 36
CG = 36

Intention-to-treat analysis
IG = 66
CG = 64
Per-protocol analysis
IG = 56
CG = 63

IG 86.1 (3.8)
CG 84.1 (5.7)

IG 76.5
CG 75.0

IG1 63.4
IG2 90.5
CG1 77.3
CG2 77.3

IG = 68.4
CG = 58.7

IG 81.9 (7.0)
CG 80.9 (6.1)
IG1 87.0 (7.2)
IG2 86.1 (5.9)
CG1 85.1 (4.6)
CG2 84.7 (4.6)

IG1 78.4
IG2 77.8
CG 69.4

IG 50.0
CG 50.0

IG = 83.8
CG = 82.4

IG = 88
CG = 78.3

gender, female,%

IG1 85.7 (5.1)
IG2 85.4 (5.4)
CG 85.4 (5.0)

IG 78.0 (5.4)
CG 77.8 (5.3)

IG 84.6 (4.4)
CG 84.9 (5.5)

IG 84.5 (4.5)
CG 85.7 (5.7)

age, years

Characteristics

Dementia

AD
VaD
AD and VaD mixed
Other/unknown

AD

VaD
AD and VaD mixed

AD
VaD
AD and VaD mixed
Type not reported

Degenerative dementia
(not purely vascular or
secondary dementia)

Degenerative dementia
(not vascular or secondary)

diagnosis

RCT, randomized controlled trial; %F, percentage of females; IG, intervention group; CG, control group; AD, Alzheimer’s disease; VaD, vascular dementia.

Korea

The Netherlands RCT

Bossers
et al. [41], 2015

RCT

IG = 50
CG = 46
Follow-up
IG = 31
CG = 30

Participants, n

1 nursing
home

11 nursing
homes

1 nursing
home

1 nursing
home

7 nursing
homes

5 nursing
homes

5 nursing
homes

setting

DOI: 10.1159/000503445

Kim
et al. [25], 2016

Germany

Luttenberger
et al. [52], 2012

RCT

Germany

Graessel
et al. [15], 2011

Design

Country

Author, year

Table 3. Study characteristics
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Usual care

Graessel et al.

Usual care
⚫ADAS-Cog
⚪MMSE
⚪CDT

CG1: Aerobic
CG2: social visits

⚪MMSE

⚪VMSB
⚪DSB
⚪Stroop test
⚪VF
⚪Picture completion

⚪Category fluency
⚪DSB
⚪FAB: Go-no-go
⚪FAB: conflicting
Instructions

⚪CVF
⚪LVF

⚫MMSE

CG1: usual care and exercise ⚪MMSE
CG2: usual care and social
⚪SIB-S
activity

MCP

⚫Executive function (VMSB; DSB;
Stroop test; VF; picture completion;
TMT-A)

executive

⚫MMSE

⚫ADAS-Cog

global

cognitive function

Outcome measure

⚪DSF

⚪DSF

⚫AM

attention

⚪8-word test: direct-recall
⚪8-word test: recognition
⚪DSF
⚪VMSF
⚪RBMT: face recognition
⚪RBMT: picture recognition

⚫Verbal memory (8-word
test: direct-recall and
recognition; DSF)
⚫Visual memory (VMSF; RBMT: face
recognition
and picture recognition)

⚫NOSGER (memory)

memory

⚫CA

constructional apraxia

DOI: 10.1159/000503445

Bossers
et al. [40], 2014

Henskens
et al. [51], 2018

Kim
et al. [25], 2016

CG1: Aerobic
CG2: social visits

De Luca
et al. [53], 2016

Bossers
et al. [41], 2015

Usual care

Luttenberger
et al. [52], 2012

[15] ,2011

Control

Author, year

Table 4. Outcome of cognitive function and others
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mood

Behavior

⚫CSDD
⚪AES

⚫GDS

⚪CMAI
⚪AB
⚪PNAB
⚪VAB

⚪BPRS

⚪ADL

⚫NOSGER: ADL
⚪BI
⚪RUD-FOCA

ADL

⚪IADL

⚫NOSGER: IADL

IADL

⚫6MWT
⚪Sit-to-stand test
⚫Quadriceps strength test
⚪TUG
⚫6-m timed walk
⚪FICSIT-4
⚪Figure 8 test

⚫6MWT
⚪TUG
⚪Balance (Figure 8 walk test and FICSTI-4)
⚪TCST5
⚪HHD

⚫Pedal power
⚫Number of pedal rotations
⚫Exercise time
⚪Total load †
⚫Grip strength
⚫BBS

⚫Walking endurance (6MWT)
⚪Leg strength (30 s Sit-to-Stand Test and Maximal
knee extension strength)
⚪Mobility (6-meter walk test and TUG)
⚪Balance (FICSIT-4, figure of 8 test and Groningen
meander walking test)

physical

⚪ Outcome was measured.
⚫ Outcome was measured and signiﬁcant effects were found.
† (pedal power × number of pedal rotation)/exercise time.
ADAS-cog, Alzheimer’s disease assessment scale-cognitive behavior section; MMSE, mini-mental state examination; CDT, clock drawing test; SIB-S, severe impairment battery-short form; VMSB, visual memory span
backward; DSB, digit span backward; VF, verbal fluency; CVF, category verbal fluency; LVF, letter verbal fluency; CF, category fluency; TMT-A, trail making test-A; FAB, frontal assessment battery; AM, attentive
matrices; DSF, digit span forward; NOSGER, nurses observation scale for geriatric patients; VMSF, visual memory span forward; RBMT, Rivermead behavioral memory test; CA, constructional apraxia test; BANSS,
Bedford Alzheimer nursing severity scale; GDS, geriatric depression scale; CSDD, Cornell scale for depression in dementia; AES, apathy evaluation scale; BPRS, brief psychiatric rating scale; CMAI, Cohen-Mansfield
agitation inventory; AB, aggressive behavior; PNAB, physically nonaggressive behavior; VAB, verbally aggressive behavior; E-ADL, Erlangen test of activities of daily living; BI, barthel index; RUD-FOCA, resource
utilization in dementia-formal care; ADL, activities of daily living; IADL, instrumental activities of daily living; 6MWT, 6-min walking test; TUG, timed up and go test; FICSIT-4, frailty and injuries cooperative studies of
intervention techniques subtest 4; BBS, Berg balance scale; TCST5, timed chair stand test (5 repetitions); HHD, hand-held dynamometer.

⚪BANSS

⚫NOSGER: sum ⚫NOSGER: mood ⚫NOSGER: challenging behavior
⚫NOSGER: social behavior

global
dementia
symptoms

Other

Outcome measure

DOI: 10.1159/000503445

Bossers
et al. [40], 2014

Henskens
et al. [51], 2018

Kim
et al. [25], 2016

De Luca
et al. [53], 2016

Bossers
et al. [41], 2015

Luttenberger
et al. [52], 2012

Graessel
et al. [15], 2011

Author, year

Table 4 (continued)
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Table 5. Contents of MNPI

Author, year

Intervention

Graessel et al. [15], 2011
Luttenberger et al. [52], 2012
Bossers et al. [41], 2015
De Luca et al. [53], 2016
Kim et al. [25], 2016
Henskens et al. [51], 2018
Bossers et al. [40], 2014

◆
◆
◆ (aerobic, strength)

Author, year

exercise

art

horticulture

music

cognitive
training
◆
◆

◆ (stretching, aerobic) ◆
◆ (aerobic, strength)
◆ (aerobic, strength)

◆

◆

◆

◆

Intervention
other
ADL

Graessel et al. [15], 2011
Luttenberger et al. [52], 2012
Bossers et al. [41], 2015
De Luca et al. [53], 2016
Kim et al. [25], 2016
Henskens et al. [51], 2018
Bossers et al. [40], 2014

reminiscence

◆
◆

spiritual
element

◆
◆

neurorehabilitation
◆

◆

Total
re-creation laughing

◆

◆

activity

◆

handicrafts

◆

◆ Non-pharmacological intervention was used.
MNPI, multimodal non-pharmacological intervention; ADL, activities of daily living.

including visuospatial function and constructional ability are needed to enhance the clinical
effectiveness of MNPI.

Contents of MNPI
Improvements in global cognitive function and memory have been reported for interventions involving exercise, cognitive training, ADL, and spiritual elements [15, 52]. From the
results of this systematic review, exercise, cognitive training, and ADL tended to be particularly easy to use [15, 52, 53]. Improvement of executive function was reported with exercise
incorporating aerobic activity and strength training [40, 41]. Improvement of attention and
constructional apraxia was reported with cognitive training [53]. Therefore, the combination
of exercise, cognitive training, and ADL may be effective in improving the global and specific
cognitive functions of PWD in NHs. In addition, the combination of exercise, cognitive training,
and ADL has an effect of promoting synergistic effects or compensation mechanisms [25, 27,
30]. This combination is expected to have a greater effect on the global and specific cognitive
functions of PWD in NHs than other MNPIs [26, 31].
In addition, MNPIs that include activities such as music and art may improve the global
cognitive function of PWD in NHs [25]. However, in this systematic review, it seems that sufficient data have not been obtained, and further study is necessary.
Frequency, Duration, Length and Form of MNPI
The characteristics of PWD may differ depending on their environment, such as living in
the community or living in a facility [34, 35]. Therefore, this systematic review focused on

4
4
2
2
10
3
2

MAKS
– Motor stimulation
– Practice in ADL
– Cognitive stimulation
– Spiritual element

Aerobic
– Walking (2 session)
Strength
– Strength training (2 session)

KEP
– Warm-up and stretching
– Aerobic exercise
– Cool-down
– Relaxation
MCP
– Music therapy
– Art therapy
– Horticulture therapy
– Handicraft
– Recreational therapy
– Stretching
– Laughing therapy
– Activity therapy

Graessel
et al. [15], 2011

Bossers
et al. [41], 2015

Kim
et al. [25], 2016

EX-ADL (IG1)
– Exercise (alternating strength and aerobic)
– ADL training
Social activity and ADL training (IG2)
– Social activity (drinking tea with nursing staff)
– ADL training

Henskens
et al. [51], 2018

5 times/week (aerobic 3 and
strength 2)

6 weeks

30 min

Divided

Both
Exercise
– 30–45 min
ADL
– As possible throughout the day
– Social activity unclear
24 weeks
Exercise
– 3 times/week
ADL
– As possible
– throughout the day,
– Social activity 3 times/week

Both
KEP
– 60 min
MCP
– 60 min (Twice a day)

Integrated

Divided

Divided

24 weeks

At least 45 min

30 min

120 min

Divided

form

KEP
– 5 times/week
MCP
– 5 times /week

8 weeks

9 weeks

4 times/week
3 times/week

24 weeks

6 times/week

120 min

length per session

MNPI, multimodal non-pharmacological intervention; ADL, activities of daily living; MAKS, motor stimulation, practice in ADL, cognitive stimulation, and spiritual
element; KEP, Kohzuki exercise program; MCP, multicomponent cognitive program; EX-ADL, exercise and ADL training; IG, intervention group; CG, control group.

Aerobic
– Walking
Strength
– Strength training

Web-based cognitive training in
addition to standard neurorehabilitation

De Luca
et al. [53], 2016

48 weeks

duration

6 times/week

frequency

DOI: 10.1159/000503445

Bossers
et al. [40], 2014

MAKS
– Motor stimulation
– Practice in ADL
– Cognitive stimulation
– Spiritual element

Luttenberger
et al. [52], 2012

method

Contents of combined intervention

Author, year

Table 6. Frequency, duration and length and form of MNPI
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PWD in NHs. The design of the MNPIs that reported improvement on global or specific
cognitive functions was intervention 3–6 times a week, over 8–48 weeks with 30–120 min
per session. Many studies had an integrated form of MNPI. These results differ from a previous
study that reported improvement effects for cognitive function of PWD with a frequency of
1–2 times a week over 6–52 weeks with 90–210 min per session [18].
Therefore, in MNPI for global or specific cognitive function in PWD in NHs, it may be
effective for the intervention design to include a frequency of at least 3 times a week over at
least 8 weeks with at least 30 min per session utilizing an integrated form.
Limitations
The MNPIs cannot be defined as consistent interventions through this study because of
the diversity of nomenclature in multimodal studies. Therefore, the search strategies used in
this study may be insufficient. In addition, studies that did not express or describe the intervention in detail may have led to misclassification.
Regarding outcomes, specific cognitive functions such as visuospatial function and
constructional ability, which are considered to be important as interventions for dementia,
were not sufficiently extracted. Therefore, the effects of MNPIs on specific cognitive functions
still need to be examined.
In addition, publication bias could not be evaluated sufficiently because there were no
reports on the deterioration of global and specific cognitive functions.
Conclusion

This systematic review suggests that MNPI may improve the global and specific
cognitive functions of PWD in NHs. In addition, there were no reports of deterioration. The
combination of exercise, cognitive training and ADL, and an intervention design of at least
3 times a week, over at least 8 weeks, with at least 30 min per session using an integrated
form is recommended for improving the global and specific cognitive functions of PWD in
NHs. This systematic review will be a valuable resource for the development of care practices in NH.
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